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CLAMPING SUPPORT WITH WHEELS SPR770T

€294,76 (excl. VAT)

Practical support with wheels that makes it possible for one person to hold and transport all types of
panels, heavy doors, wood, PVC, aluminium, etc. For pieces with a maximum thickness between 6mm and

110mm. Thanks to its robust design, the SPR770T easily supports pieces up to 200kg. The clamp is
covered with a protective coating to prevent damage to your pieces. The SPR770T support is very easy to

use. Secure your piece by placing it in the clamp and pressing. To unload it again, use the foot pedal.

With the help of the pneumatic wheels, the support can easily be moved, even on uneven ground. This
mobile support even manages to overcome a few low steps without any problems. Thanks to the blocking
system, you can also use this support for stationary work. In short, the ideal accessory for, for example,

installers of doors that have to work on their own.

SKU: VIR-SPR770T
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Practical support with wheels that makes it possible for one person to hold and transport all types of panels,
heavy doors, wood, PVC, aluminium, etc. For pieces with a maximum thickness between 6mm and 110mm.
Thanks to its robust design, the SPR770T easily supports pieces up to 200kg. The clamp is covered with a

protective coating to prevent damage to your pieces. The SPR770T support is very easy to use. Secure your
piece by placing it in the clamp and pressing. To unload it again, use the foot pedal.

With the help of the pneumatic wheels, the support can easily be moved, even on uneven ground. This mobile
support even manages to overcome a few low steps without any problems. Thanks to the blocking system, you
can also use this support for stationary work. In short, the ideal accessory for, for example, installers of doors

that have to work on their own.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Support with wheels
For thicknesses between 6-80mm

Up to 80kg
Easy to use

Foot pedal to release the clamp
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With lockable wheels
Also for uneven surfaces

DESCRIPTION

Practical support with wheels that makes it possible for one person to hold and transport all types of panels,
heavy doors, wood, PVC, aluminium, etc. For pieces with a maximum thickness between 6mm and 110mm.
Thanks to its robust design, the SPR770T easily supports pieces up to 200kg. The clamp is covered with a

protective coating to prevent damage to your pieces. The SPR770T support is very easy to use. Secure your
piece by placing it in the clamp and pressing. To unload it again, use the foot pedal. With the help of the
pneumatic wheels, the support can easily be moved, even on uneven ground. This mobile support even

manages to overcome a few low steps without any problems. Thanks to the blocking system, you can also use
this support for stationary work. In short, the ideal accessory for, for example, installers of doors that have to

work on their own.

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 8 kg

Max. thickness piece 6-110mm

Max. load capacity 200kg


